
COVERED
BY FIESTA
|| Solara Series Fewer parts, yet a stronger frame 

make for easy installation and 
increased efficiency.

The Solara series marquee is ideal for all events. 
Combining aesthetic elegance with practicality 
and versatility, this tent line is also user-friendly 
and extremely sturdy. With its interchangeable 
parts, the modular design of the Solara Frame 
allows for numerous possible configurations.  

Designed to reduce the number of assembly parts, 
the Solara Series provides significant savings on 
setup and replacement costs. Fewer components 
and standardized parts translate into faster, 
simpler, and more efficient installations.  

A structural aluminum extruded profile frame 
supplies enhanced solidity and peace of mind.  
The one-piece tops offer ease of installation  
as well as elegant sleek lines.  Integrated sliding 
walls provide remarkable weather protection and 
adaptability, while preventing premature wear and 
tear of the walls by keeping them off the ground.

Integrated gutters offer weatherproof 
interconnection of multiple units to create larger 
spaces.

Interchangeability of parts allows for 20’ and  
30’ models to be converted into 10’ and 15’ wide 
units.

MANUFACTURED BY
FIESTA TENTS LTD.



3323 Douglas-B.-Floreani Street
Saint-Laurent, Quebec, Canada  H4S 1Y6
T 514 336 8368|| 1 800 465 5070 || www.fiesta.ca

OPTIONS   
FRAME
| 8’, 8’6” (standard) or 10’ uprights
| Adjustable base plates: 24” adjustability
| Solara Lt (light) also available in sizes:  

 10’x10’ - 10’x15’ - 15’x15’ - Hex 20’

VInYL CHoICES  Tops and walls:
 1. Laminated white translucent or B/o vinyl
 2. Coated white translucent or B/o vinyl
 3. Colored vinyl
 4. Digitally printed vinyl

Types of walls:
 1. Solid white or colored
 2. Cathedral / French window 
 3. Clear window
 4. Arched window 
(Hard walls; rigid PVC or glass also available) 
 

 Solara 10’ x 10’  Solara 10’ x 15’

 Solara 15’ x 15’  Solara 10’ x 20’

 Solara 15’ x 20’  Solara 20’ x 20’

 Solara 20’ x 30’  Solara 30’ x 30’

 Solara hexagonal 20’   Solara hexagonal 30’ 

TECHNOLOGY
Anodized aluminum frame  
assembly composed  
of a 1 3/4 ” x 3 3/4 ” 
extruded box beam 

Self-standing frame

Clear anodized finish  
on all aluminum components

All steel components with galvanized or zinc  
plated finish

no nuts or bolts required for frame assembly

Anchoring directly in tent upright base plates 

 
Adjustable flying center pole supported by steel 
cross cables

Center pole equipped with easy slide wheel

Steel cables covered with white nylon

one-piece vinyl top

Vinyl walls integrated to the extruded aluminum 
frame (sliding “kedered” walls) 

Two piece walls with median division

Integrated guttering system to interconnect multiple 
tents

FEATURES
Elegant and durable.

The Solara Series marquee is ideal for all events. 
Combining refined aesthetics with practicality  
and versatility, this tent is also user-friendly  
and extremely sturdy.

The modular design of the Solara tents enables 
you to use the same parts to create various 
configurations.

WARnInG
This product has been manufactured for use as a temporary 
structure.  For the safety of all occupants, evacuation is recom-
mended if threatening weather occurs or if there is any doubt 
concerning the safe use of this product.  

CoMMERCIAL TEnT DooRS
Modularly double and single door system,  
tempered glass or rigid PVC panels available.
See other technical sheet for more details.
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